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WHAT’S UP AT ICLRU?

ICLRU HEALTH AWARENESS 411 SEMINAR
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26th – ALUMNI HALL
Click here for details and the registration form.
Sign up soon; we expect this to be full.

OPERA IN FOCUS—FINAL OPPORTUNITY
Performing in the Chicagoland area since 1958, the articulated rod puppets—the only ones of their kind—are a treat to experience. The Puppet Opera Theater, Opera In Focus, is putting on a performance exclusively for ICLRU members and their friends.

Date & Time: Thursday, August 21st at 4:00 P.M.
Place: 3000 Central Road – Rolling Meadows, IL
Checks ($11 Seniors, $12 non-seniors) need to be received by Henrietta Leary, 740 Junior Terrace, Elmhurst, IL. 60126 630-834-8917 by Aug. 18th.
Both events are open to non-members

NOTES FROM THE CENTER

SPECIAL NOTE: THE CENTER WILL BE CLOSED FOR A FEW DAYS NEXT WEEK. WE WILL BE CLOSED ON TUESDAY (08/19), WEDNESDAY (08/20) AND THURSDAY (08/21). WE WILL RE-OPEN ON MONDAY (08/25).

Register by August 22 for Fall study groups to ensure that you are included in a lottery for any overbooked classes. Our Fall study group session begins on Sept. 15 and ends on Nov. 14.

Bente Hansen let us know that member Lisa Newman is currently recovering from surgery to repair a ruptured achilles tendon. During her recovery she is staying at Friendship Village in Schaumburg and she would love to hear from her friends and fellow ICL members. Lisa can be reached at (847) 839-3467.
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A QUICK LOOK

♦ SEPT. 26, ICLRU HEALTH AWARENESS 411 SEMINAR

♦ Aug. 21, contact Henrietta Leary for the Opera InFocus Off Campus presentation in Rolling Meadows.

Road Scholar
Click here
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www.iclru.org
The Travel Club meets Monday, August 25 in Room 314 at 10:30 am. ICLer Stan Gorcik will narrate a 30 minute photo presentation of his recent trip with *Adventures Abroad* (his 14th tour with this company) to The Caucasus, Armenia and Azerbaijan. All are welcome.

There will be a short travel club meeting prior to the presentation.

---

**LUNCHTIME PROGRAMS**

**PLATO’S PLACE:** Wednesday, come to Plato’s Place for some lively conversation. Bring your lunch and join the group in Room 330 at 11:45 am.

On Aug. 20, the topic will be: Do we all practice self-deception? Why?

---

**Senior Bowlers Wanted**

Desire a bit of exercise, fun and friendship? Come join the Wednesday afternoon Mixed Bowling League at Arlington Lanes in Arlington Heights located at Dundee & Kennicott. The start date is Wednesday, August 27th. No bowling during the Christmas holidays. Cash awards are handed out at a banquet in May. Come join the fun. Join as a single, a couple or a team of four. For more information or to sign up, call Toni Reinhart at 847-843-3306 or Ann Berry at 847-398-6885.
Sheila Libman is happy to report that the "Learn to Knit a Special Gift" study group created and delivered nearly 50 baby hats to Northwest Community Hospital.

The summer term has ended but the knitting will continue. This will not be a study group, but an opportunity to contribute to a greatly appreciated effort. If you would like to participate in this project, please contact Sheila Libman at SGL724@gmail.com for instructions (knit or crochet) and other info.

Sheila would like to continue the baby hat project as an ongoing activity. She will email the info and instructions to all who are interested, and would be happy to deliver to the hospital any completed hats if requested.
FIRE IN THE BLOOD
Directed by Dylan Mohan Gray
★★★★ - CRITIC’S CHOICE - THE TIMES OF LONDON
Click to see the TRAILER at: http://fireintheblood.com
“Fiercely committed. Compellingly argued. An imperative exposé.”
– Andrew Schenker, TIME OUT, NY
“Urgent topic. Illuminating content. Moving message.” – Miriam Bale, NEW YORK TIMES
"Powerful. Extremely moving. A shocking account of international trade terrorism.”
– David Rooney, THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER


A shocking exposé of how pharmaceutical companies use patent law to keep profits unconscionably high even at the expense of peoples’ lives, and a plea for universal access to affordable, life-saving generic medicines. An intricate tale of “medicine, monopoly and malice”, FIRE IN THE BLOOD tells the story of how Western pharmaceutical companies and governments aggressively blocked access to affordable AIDS drugs for the countries of Africa and the global south in the years after 1996 - causing ten million or more unnecessary deaths. It is also the inspiring story of the improbable group of people who decided to fight back. Shot on four continents and including contributions from global figures such as President Bill Clinton, Bishop Desmond Tutu and economist Joseph Stiglitz, FIRE IN THE BLOOD is the never-before-told true story of the remarkable coalition which came together to stop 'the Crime of the Century' and save millions of lives.

Moji Christianah Adeyeye, Ph.D, FAAPS, Chair, Department of Biopharmaceutical Sciences, College of Pharmacy Roosevelt University invites ICLRU Members to a screening of a documentary – Fire in the Blood — at RU, as a social justice event and part of student/campus activities/classes. Dr. Adeyeye was part of a Q&A session with the producer of the film. The movie is about how access to HIV/AIDS drugs was denied to many people especially in Africa, and how millions of Africans died as a result. Some information about the movie is shown below plus the Trailer link. Dr. Adeyeye plans to show the film in Schaumburg on:

September 23: 3-5pm in Alumni Hall
September 24: 9-11am in Alumni Hall

If you would like to attend please let Bob know in the Center.
THINGS TO DO
Schaumburg Township District Library

The Rise and Fall of the Berlin Wall
Monday, August 18th from 7 to 8:30 pm
(Combined Room)
With the rise of the Berlin Wall in August 1961, the course of Germany’s history took a tragic turn. Join German historian Anette Isaacs as she paints this painful yet captivating chapter in Berlin’s history.
*Registration Required*

European Art During WWI
Tuesday, August 26th from 7:30 to 9:00 pm
(Rasmussen South Rm.)
Year 2014 marks the centennial of the start of World War I. The second decade of the 20th century was tumultuous both in history and art history. Artists in France, Italy and Germany competed for leadership in the modernist art movement. Displaying great diversity and creativity, Picasso, Kandinsky, Duchamp, Boccioni and others established the dominant paths their successors would follow for a century. Learn about this exciting art historical period from art historian, Jeff Mishur. *Registration Required*

*Registration for these events is required, in person at the Central Library Information/Magazines Desk or by phone, 847-923-3347

The Farmers Market is Open
Every Friday
June 6th - October 31st
7am to 1pm
190 S. Roselle Road
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1400 Roosevelt Road
Rm. 316

11:30 am—1 pm
Monday—Thursday

Phone: 224-523-6497
E-mail: Officemanager@iclru.org

ICLRU is a 501(c)3 Non-Profit organization. While affiliated with Roosevelt University, the ICLRU is run by its members, through an elected Board of Directors and the Chairpersons of its various committees. All persons on the Board and the committees are volunteers. All members are encouraged to participate to keep the organization vibrant.

Membership is open to seniors, age 55 and over, who have reached a point in life where they want to pursue their interests in a continuing learning and social environment with a group of like-minded peers.

ICLRU’S MISSION AND VISION

The mission of the ICLRU is to offer its members a non-credit, non-degree educational program together with social and cultural opportunities through which older adults may share their talents, experiences and skills.

Our Vision: To enrich our members’ experiences, while making the ICLRU an essential organization for Roosevelt University and our larger community.

Contact Us:
224-523-6497